Standard Bank, by using QPR software for their Six Sigma initiatives, were able not only to map the processes to a standard, but to produce measures aligned to higher level objectives, with targets that were realistic and achievable, resulting in hard savings.
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Introduction

The need to streamline and adapt to reduce time to market, eliminate waste and meet customer demand has quickened as a result of expanding global competition and uncertain economic times. Organisations need to critically evaluate the performance and agility of their operations. The manufacturing sector has gained benefits from adopting a number of methods such as lean manufacturing and Six Sigma to take control of operations management and make it leaner and meaner. What has become clear over the last few years is that these techniques can be applied to the services sector as well.

In today’s service sector marketplace, it is vital to make the processes that deal with the operation of business not only effective and efficient in terms of customer, supplier and employee use, but also compliant with regulations both statutory and organisational. In addition, these processes have to support the implemented business strategy of the organisation. Operations Management is about measuring and managing effectively; this includes leveraging management techniques such as Six Sigma to determine the criteria for measuring the process and, as the ability to manage the resource, employees or 3rd parties to deliver the required services in the desired timeframe.

In 2005, Standard Bank faced these issues and embarked on a Six Sigma project with a difference—which was the need to simplify as well make their operation business processes more effective and efficient.
Standard Bank

Standard Bank is the largest of the four major banks headquartered in South Africa. Since its foundation in 1862, Standard Bank has established itself as a household name and is one of the most recognised brands in the country. The bank is a public company listed on both the Johannesburg Stock Exchange, and on the Namibian Stock exchange. In 2008, ICBC, the International Commercial Bank of China purchased a 20% share of Standard Bank. The bank had total assets of over R1 333 billion (approximately $172 billion) at 30 June 2009 and employs more than 50,000 people worldwide.

The three main pillars of business are Personal and Business Banking, Corporate and Investment Banking, and Wealth. Personal and Business Banking (PBB) provides banking and other financial services to individual customers and small to medium sized enterprises in South Africa, the rest of Africa, and Argentina. The group contributes around 34% of the Standard Bank Group’s earnings. A Centralised Operations area consists of just under 5,000 people, and is responsible for all aspects of operations within PBB. A Performance Measurement Capability within Business Operations is responsible for the measurement of people and process.
Facing the challenges

Back in 2005, the bank faced some major challenges in the way they ran their operations in PBB. These included:

- The business was structured in a product-centric fashion, with individual silo operations for each product group. This meant that functions were duplicated across each business operations area, with each area maintaining and managing its own service capabilities.

- There was no single view of the customer. This was due to the lack or porosity of integration between the many large backend systems that were used by PBB to run its business.

- The effect of application silos led to there being a large number of business processes. Each area maintained its own processes and associated documentation.

- Many of the processes had been designed a long time ago, and due to poor measurement systems, PBB was not in a position to identify problem areas, not to mention fixing these problems.

- There was excessive error, reworks and waste in their processes, and consequently had employed additional staff to fix the problems and also to check work to ensure quality.

Finding a solution from manufacturing

The bank looked into the marketplace to see what other organisations were doing. What they found was that the manufacturing sector had a number of well-know names who had adopted some sort of total quality management approach. All of these approaches were based around a concept of “lean”. One of the derivatives is Six Sigma, which is a business management strategy originally developed by Motorola, in 1981.

From this review, there came about a fundamental change in the bank’s thinking, which was the realisation that banking and manufacturing are not all that different. Both disciplines run a process, and while one might produce a tangible product and the other not, the fact that there is a process, and an outcome to that process, is far more relevant.

Lean principles come from the Japanese manufacturing industry and it is a production practice that considers the expenditure of resources for any goal other than the creation of value for the end customer to be wasteful, and thus a target for elimination.

Six Sigma seeks to improve the quality of process outputs by identifying and removing the causes of defects and minimising variability in the business processes. It uses a set of quality management methods, including statistical methods, and creates a special infrastructure of people within the organisation (called “Belts”.) who are experts in these methods. Each Six Sigma project carried out within an organisation follows a defined sequence of steps and has quantified targets. These targets can be financial, such as cost reduction or profit increase, or whatever is critical to the customer of that process such as cycle time, safety or delivery.
Implementing Six Sigma in the bank

In 2005, the bank initiated a Six Sigma program within Business Operations in PBB. They began by using external trainers to skill selected internal staff as internal champions. An introductory awareness training covering the concepts of Lean was given. One set of projects focused on the reduction of waste and rework and, in the main, required little major IT intervention. The other set projects focused more on process redesign and optimisation. Financial targets were set for these 2 sets of projects respectively of R50k and R400k.

By the end of 2005, Six Sigma projects had delivered savings of R60 million (€5.93 million) to the bottom line. Although much of the savings came from easy “low hanging fruit” types of projects, it was evident to the bank’s management that this initiative was extremely viable in the longer term.

However, Business Operations had identified some challenges, the biggest of which was that they had no common process repository. Process modelling took place in Visio, or in the IBM WBI tool, and there was no centralised structure to store process models. There was not only a lack of version control but no common standard or governance around how processes were modelled. In addition, poor measurement systems associated with the processes led to the inability to track process performance.
Simplicity, Urgency and Excellence (SUE)

The start point was to go back to basics in terms of developing standards for process mapping, scorecard building, and user management, and the introduction of a framework and a methodology for determining and documenting metrics. This put pressure on the need for a repository with the following requirements:

- Must enable methodology from strategy to process management.
- Needed to be able to support scorecarding and dashboard, process management, and collaboration.
- Needed to have a single user interface
Selecting the right operations management solution

When one looks at the operations management software products available in the market space, it is very noticeable that they are very diverse in terms of what they support. This is due to two factors. Firstly, the products have usually been developed from a consultancy-based initiative that has been turned into a repeatable solution. Therefore there is a focus on the areas that were covered in the initial work. Secondly, when operations management solutions are implemented they have to take into account what already exists within the organisation’s software portfolio and be able to adapt through the dropping of modules and the integration of existing applications. This means that any solution must be capable of being easily integrated into an organisation’s existing platforms, so an integration bus and its associated APIs, in association with a process and rules engine, are very important to provide the required flexibility. The alternative approach is that the products come from a business intelligence perspective and have a lot of marketing behind them, but little added functional capability to handle the core functional areas of operations management.

QPR Software Plc provides a performance management solution, which combines QPR ScoreCard and QPR FactView. QPR ScoreCard provides both support during the formulation of business strategies for the capture of objectives and measures as well as the automatic collection and consolidation of data from business processes. The information is provided in the form of scorecards, digital dashboards and strategy maps. QPR FactView is a BI add-on to QPR ScoreCard. It provides support for dashboards and alerts, multi-dimensional analyses, and slice and dice of data. QPR FactView is a tailored version of QlikView from QlikTech and the technology provides in-memory analysis and data association so that data is loaded, prepared and presented on the fly. The solution is fronted by the QPR Portal to provide a solution that can be personalised to individual and role based requirements.
Piloting and the roll-out for SUE

The bank was already using 3 products that could possible provide the solution. So it made sense to look at these three first before going anywhere else. After this initial review, a tender was issued to 2 of the 3; one of which was QPR. As a result of the tender, it was decided to put QPR into a pilot for 6 months. The initial attraction to QPR’s solution was the integrated view of process and performance. QPR also had a very active partner in EBS. Leon Breil, Managing Director of EBS, explained, “For the pilot, we mapped several of the key processes and scorecards for the call centre environment. This helped in establishing the method that would be used by Standard Bank for all future process and scorecard definitions. EBS then mapped these standard operational procedures to the QPR toolset.” John Gaydon, Head, Performance Measurement, Personal and Business Banking Operations said “We found the software easy to use, with minimal training required before resources were up and running.”

Once the go-ahead for the full project was given, consultants from EBS developed customer training for Standard Bank designers for both the Process Guide and Scorecard modules. This covered:

- How to model the processes and break down a business process into lower levels of data, in fact from level 1 to level 6.

*Figure 2*: Modelling the levels of process in QPR (Source: Standard Bank)
**Piloting and the roll-out for SUE**

- For the scorecards, this covered how to produce the high level strategic plans in a format called C@PS, and then how to cascade them down through all the levels. This involved objectives at each level being aligned to success factors at the same level, and these in turn are aligned to objectives at the next level up.

![Figure 3: Business Operations C@PS Documents, showing the alignment of Purpose, Mission, Vision and Values to Success Factors and Objectives.](image)

Briel said, "Once we had developed the training and given the first sessions, we went into skills transfer mode, assisting Standard Bank wherever their people had an issue. During this phase, our consultants spent six months on site"

A four pillar Kaplan and Norton style balanced scorecard was developed for every person in Operations. Custom elements were created to present performance in a consistent fashion across all levels. The lowest levels in the scorecard could be expressed as an actual value, a percentage of target, or a score. Built into each element was a banding table that translates the actual value into a score on a scale of 1 to 5. Scores then roll up to higher levels according to the weightings shown in the ovals on the top of the elements. This created a weighted average based on the importance of each measure.
Piloting and the roll-out for SUE

Dashboard views for managers were developed. These pull information from a number of different scorecards and present it in graphical format on a single page, so as to give process owners clear sight of what is working well, and what is not. These graphs are hyperlinked to the scorecards where the information was sourced so the viewer can drill down for additional detail.

The Navigator view in QPR is less graphical than the scorecard view, but is much easier to read when the number of measures on the scorecard is high. Gaydon explained, "On these views we display the Red, Amber, Green status, as well as the actual and target values. We show the derived score, and the banding table used to calculate the score. In some cases, a measure only becomes relevant after a specific date. In these cases we have written a formula to ignore these measures until such time as a value is entered. The percentage weighting applied to that measure is then proportionately allocated to the remaining measures."
ESB consultants also have written scripts to import process models from Visio and WBI into QPR. Scripts were also written to transfer models between Aris and QPR in a hybrid model where Aris is responsible for the design of process and is integrated into SAP. All models are stored in QPR. In QPR a work instruction component has been added, and the models are published via the QPR Portal.

**Figure 6:** A Navigator view, used when number of measure is high

**Figure 7:** Importing and exporting process diagrams in Standard Bank
Conclusions

In a recent Bloor report on operations management, we stated, "Operations management is a management discipline which requires technology support to ensure that the business processes involved can be the most agile and flexible possible. Therefore the operations management platform you choose has to be flexible and able to incorporate existing applications and infrastructure components. Whilst it may be possible to buy a solution direct off-the-shelf and implement it, it is more likely that you will need to invest time to configure the solution to match your environment. In today’s market the faster you are to market the better, so you need to look closely at the implementation capabilities of the vendor solutions you assess.”

Gaydon explained the results of the project, “Six Sigma initiatives in the business operations area realised hard savings of R90m in 2006 (€8.89m), R130m in 2007 (€12.84m), and R158m in 2008 (€15.6m). The journey would not have been nearly as successful without the ability to map processes to a standard, to store them centrally, and to make them visible to users at all levels in the organisation. In addition, we were able to produce performance measures aligned to higher level objectives, with targets that were realistic and achievable, and people talked about their performance daily. This would not have been possible without QPR”

Further Information

Further information about this subject is available from http://www.BloorResearch.com/update/2051
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